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Chapter 631 

“This is the Holy Light Dust. It has a sealing effect, but I don’t know what is 
sealed inside.” 

Lin Mo looked at Qilin. The latter nodded and took out a strange-looking 
ancient tree. 

“It changed?” 

Lin Mo was a little surprised to see the Ancient Qilin Tree. The last time he 
saw it, it did not look like this. 

It had grown much taller and was now two meters tall. Its entire body was 
purple-gold, and immortal Qi occasionally appeared. 

“As I recover, the Ancient Qilin Tree grows as well. In fact, this is my life-
bound magic tool, but I can’t use it now.” 

Qilin smiled and planted the Ancient Qilin Tree. The roots spread and 
penetrated deep into the Holy Light Dust. 

Soon, the Holy Light Dust began to crack, and the crystal below was wrapped 
by the roots of the Ancient Qilin Tree and slowly dragged up. 

“You’re looking for death.” 

Suddenly, Lin Mo snorted coldly and turned around to strike with his palm. 

The terrifying force directly caused the group of people behind him to spit out 
blood and fly back. 

It was the people of the Teng clan. They saw that Qilin was about to take out 
the treasure below and were very anxious. 

The leader, who was at the peak of the Almighty realm, wanted to attack Lin 
Mo. 



“I warned you. If you attack, then prepare to die.” 

Lin Mo’s eyes turned cold. The Green Cloud Sword appeared, and a sharp 
Sword Qi burst forth, killing all the people from the Teng clan who stayed 
here. 

“I got it. What kind of treasure is this?” 

Qilin’s happy voice came from behind. She put away the Ancient Qilin Tree, 
and a golden crystal appeared in her hand. 𝒾n𝒏𝚛𝗲αd. 𝒄om 

The crystal had a radius of about half a meter and was filled with divine light. 
Specks of starlight were hidden in the golden luster, and it was extremely 
dazzling. 

“Let me see.” 

Lin Mo was not sure either, so he could only keep it in the system space. 

[Heaven Imperfect Stone, an innate divine treasure. Legend has it that when 
the universe was born, a supreme powerhouse opened up heaven and earth. 
This stone fell from the sky and can be used to refine celestial tools.] 

[The Heaven Imperfect Stone is currently in tier 8 of the heaven grade. The 
essence inside was once taken away by the Kun Peng. The stone was then 
planted in the Holy Light Dust to be repaired. If it is nourished by a large 
number of spirit stones, it’ll be able to recover its original appearance in time.] 

The two system notifications made Lin Mo overjoyed. 

“It’s the Heaven Imperfect Stone, a treasure for refining celestial tools. We’ve 
really struck it rich this time. Even the Kun Peng couldn’t bear to destroy it and 
put it in the Holy Light Dust to repair it.” 

Hearing Lin Mo’s words, Qilin could not believe it. Celestial weapons. How 
many such weapons were there in the world…? 

“The Holy Light Dust is also a treasure. Can I take it away?” After the 
excitement, Qilin looked at the remaining Holy Light Dust. 

This kind of treasure could seal up a supreme treasure, making it immortal 
and indestructible. 



“There’s nothing we can do. Even saints can’t break the Holy Light Dust, so 
we can forget about it.” 

Lin Mo shook his head. Although he could use the Ancient Qilin Tree to further 
disintegrate the Holy Light Dust, it would be a waste of time. 

He still had to find the Kun Peng’s supreme inheritance and had no time to 
waste. 

Now, many people had entered the Kun Peng’s Heritage Land. The 
inheritance could appear at any time. 

The treasures here were also very tempting. Even if they did not get the 
inheritance, they would not suffer a loss. 

After spending three hours, Lin Mo and Qilin finally arrived at the forefront. 
They saw Teng Feng, Gongsun Wenhao, Mu Yuzhu, and the others. 

The powerhouses at the scene took action and forcefully blasted open a stone 
room. They walked in, and the people behind them swarmed forward. 

“This is the herb garden.” 

Qilin sniffed with her small nose and smelled the fragrance of divine 
medicines. 

In the stone room, they found a huge stone tablet as soon as they walked in. 
Two words were flamboyantly written on it. 

“Herb Garden!” 

Everyone felt their blood spurting, and they were extremely excited. 

Was this the place where the Kun Peng planted divine medicines? Were there 
any divine medicines that surpassed heaven-grade? 

“No, this place is dead. There’s no aura that a medicinal field should have.” 

Some people were puzzled. Although the spiritual Qi here was rich, it was not 
good for nourishing divine medicines, let alone legendary immortal medicines. 

“No, look, there’s a formation pattern in front.” 



At this moment, someone saw a light in front of them. When they got closer, 
they realized that there was a powerful formation. 

The formation did not stop anyone from entering. 

However, as soon as they entered, the ground burst into flames. It was not 
scorching hot, but a bone-chilling cold. 

“It’s the Yin Yang Dao Law of the Kun Peng’s art. Be careful not to get hurt,” 
Lin Mo warned. 

If one was injured by the flames, it would be an injury to one’s great Dao. It 
would be very difficult to heal and would require a lot of life force. 

“There are elixirs sealed in a formation. What a strong medicinal fragrance.” 

Within the formation, someone cried out in surprise and grabbed a few balls of 
light. When looked closely, it turned out that there were spiritual medicines 
inside. 

The lowest grade of them was a half-step heaven-grade divine medicine, 
which was quite extraordinary. 

“They must be the medicinal ingredients that the Kun Peng didn’t like. It didn’t 
want to waste them, so it set up a formation and left them for the future 
generations.” 

Some people guessed that along the way, they had encountered opportunities 
left behind by the Kun Peng for the future generations. 

Although there were also some formations that acted as obstacles, they were 
more like tests and were not difficult. 

Now that people were here, how could they miss out on the divine medicines? 
The divine medicines here all had roots and were stored by the Kun Peng with 
supreme means. 

As long as they brought it back to their sects, they would be able to grow it. 
There were many of these divine medicines that were rarely seen on normal 
days. 

This made countless people go crazy. 



“Oh my God, this is a Dragon Blood Divine Tree. Although it’s just a seedling, 
it’s a heaven-grade tier 9 tree at its mature stage. 

Someone grabbed onto a ball of light and recognized it as the Dragon Blood 
Divine Tree. His expression immediately changed as he cried out in alarm. 

The Dragon Blood Divine Tree was a priceless treasure to any force. 

It was said that there was a Dragon Blood Divine Tree in the Dragon Pavilion. 
It bloomed once every thousand years, bore fruit once after another thousand 
years, and would only mature after another thousand years. 

The lush Dragon Blood Divine Tree could only bear nine fruits in 3,000 years. 
Its value was unimaginable. 

It was said that the fruit contained dragon’s blood and was once the fruit tree 
of a True Dragon in ancient times. 

At this moment, the crowd was in an uproar. A group of people was greedy. 

Even Gongsun Wenhao, Teng Feng, and the others made their moves to 
snatch the divine tree. 

There were a total of five fifth-level Rulers like Bai Shan, and they were 
engaged in a shocking battle. 

The Dragon Blood Divine Tree represented the prosperity of a force, even if it 
had yet to fully mature. 

“Kill!” 

Someone in the crowd roared and used his martial arts. Colorful energy pillars 
descended, but the Dragon Blood Divine Tree was completely unscathed. A 
supreme treasure like this was not so easily destroyed. 

On the other hand, the person who had discovered the Dragon Blood Divine 
Tree lost his life in an instant due to his carelessness and exposed his 
position. 

“Hurry up and snatch it.” 

The place instantly became lively, but the number of dead and injured also 
rose at a terrifying speed. 



“What are you waiting for? Let’s do it.” 

Qilin was in high spirits. The wildness in her bones had been stimulated, and 
she was very eager to go up and fight. 

As an ancient mythical beast, she was not weak at all. Naturally, she had to 
fight for the most precious Dragon Blood Divine Tree. 

“Don’t get involved. Snatch something else.” 

Lin Mo shook his head. The area within a thousand-meter radius of the 
Dragonblood Divine Tree had become a meat grinder. Anyone who entered 
would find it difficult to survive. 
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632 Chaotic Soil 

Even Gongsun Wenhao, Mu Yuzhu, and the others did not dare to step 
forward. They could only watch from the outside. 

“People of our generation should press forward and conquer the world with 
invincibility. If you keep staying out of it, how can you sweep the world?” 

Qilin tried to persuade Lin Mo seriously. She seemed like an elder when she 
spoke. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo smacked her on the head and lectured her, “That’s true, 
but that doesn’t mean you’re going to court death.” 

When he and Qilin joined forces, their combat powers could barely match a 
fifth-level Ruler like Bai Shan. 



Nonetheless, they were still no match for him. The gap between their 
cultivation levels was too great, and it was no longer something that could be 
made up for. 

If even a powerhouse like Bai Shan did not dare to get too close to the Dragon 
Blood Divine Tree, going over at this time would be no different from courting 
death. 

“Let’s wait for the other treasures to appear and share the pressure before we 
go snatch them.” 

Lin Mo said with a smile. Mu Yuzhu and the others were also thinking the 
same thing, so they did not join in immediately. 

They were all fighting on the periphery. At the same time, they scanned the 
place with their soul powers to see if there were any stronger treasures. 

“Then follow me. I feel like there’s a treasure here.” 

Qilin did not insist. Instead, she led Lin Mo deeper into the cave, claiming that 
there was a treasure that was not inferior to the Dragon Blood Divine Tree. 

She was the auspicious White Qilin, so Lin Mo believed her words without a 
doubt. 

The two of them began to venture deeper into the formation. The Yin Yang 
Dao Law inside was more intense, and the damage caused would be more 
serious. 

The elixirs were sealed in the balls of light, and nothing could be seen from 
the outside. 

Only by grabbing them and opening them would one be able to see what kind 
of treasure was hidden inside. 

Lin Mo and Qilin worked together and only managed to grab a ball of light 
after much effort. 

When Lin Mo opened it, countless spiritual powers instantly enveloped him. 

As long as Lin Mo obtained a supreme treasure, there would be a storm of 
blood here. 



“Swish!” 

With a buzzing sound, the light weakened, and the treasure hidden inside was 
gradually revealed. 

When the light dissipated, Lin Mo was seen holding a flower pot in his hands. 
The spiritual aura on it was dim, and there were no fluctuations. 

“Has the divine medicine withered?” 

Someone sighed. After so many years, even the Kun Peng’s techniques could 
not be preserved forever. 

In the end, there were still some divine medicines that could not resist the 
corrosion of time and turned into ashes. 

“Keep it.” 

At that moment, Qilin secretly transmitted his voice to Lin Mo. Her voice was a 
little urgent. 

“Whoosh!” 

With a flash of light, Lin Mo successfully kept it in the system space. Many 
people wanted to attack, but after seeing him take out the Green Cloud 
Sword, they could not help but retreat. 

It was not worth it to make Lin Mo an enemy for a withered divine medicine. 

“When you were holding this flower pot, I saw an auspicious sign on your 
body. This must be a great opportunity.” 

Qilin transmitted her voice. She was a little excited. She was an auspicious 
beast, the White Qilin, and she could see a person’s fortune. 

Lin Mo was usually blessed with great luck, and he was even more so just 
now. This was definitely not a withered divine medicine. 

Hearing this, Lin Mo also sent his consciousness into the system space to 
listen to the system’s introduction. 

[Chaotic Soil. A Myriad Spirit Grass used to be planted in it, but it withered 

and died due to the severe damage it suffered.] 𝐢𝘯𝑛𝓻𝚎𝙖𝑑. ᴄ𝗼m 



[The Chaotic Soil can nourish all living things, nurture elixirs, refine magic 
tools, and so on. At the same time, it is also the soil where immortal herbs 
take root.] 

Lin Mo’s eyes widened in disbelief. 

It was the soil where immortal herbs grew. This was definitely a true 
treasure—even more precious than the Dragon Blood Divine Tree. 

In the future, if he were to obtain an immortal herb, he would be able to plant it 
and let it grow. 

“By the way, is your Ancient Qilin Tree an immortal herb?” Lin Mo sent a voice 
transmission to Qilin. 

He remembered that Qilin had told him that the Ancient Qilin Tree would grow 
slowly and improve with her. 

“It used to be, but it was refined by the first Qilin in the world and turned into a 
magic tool—a growth-type magic tool.” 

Qilin shook her head. This was the most precious inheritance of the Qilin clan, 
and it could only be activated with a Qilin’s blood. 

“That’s a pity. I wanted to give you the Chaotic Soil. 

Lin Mo sighed and told Qilin about the Chaotic Soil that he had just identified. 

“I told you it was a great opportunity.” 

Qilin was very excited. She was right. Lin Mo had obtained a treasure that 
surpassed the Dragon Blood Divine Tree. 

“Lin Mo, hand over the treasure you just obtained.” 

At this moment, Gongsun Wenhao appeared in front of Lin Mo. 

There was an old man following behind him. Lin Mo recalled and immediately 
understood when he saw this person. 

This person was the elder who guarded Cloud Mist City outside Cloud Mist 
Island. He had once dealt with Lin Mo. 



Furthermore, Lin Mo was familiar with the cultivation technique that he was 
practicing. 

It was the Tai Yu Spirit Nurturing Art. Lin Mo did not notice the old man’s 
strength clearly at that time, but now that he saw it, he was shocked. 

The old man was a Ruler of the fifth level, the highest level one could be to 
enter the island. 

“Long time no see, little friend. I didn’t expect you to be Lin Mo the God 
Devouring Body. I’ve heard so much about you.” 

The old man looked at Lin Mo with a smile. He had a good impression of the 
latter. If he could rope him in, that would be the best. 

Although it was unlikely, he still wanted to give it a try. 

“If you want to fight, then come. There’s no need to waste your breath.” 

Lin Mo did not waste any words. He could tell that the old man was trying to 
win him over, but he did not take it seriously. 

“My young friend, it’s not a wise choice to offend the Gongsun clan in Cloud 
State,” the old man said in a deep voice. 

“Cut the crap. Do you think the Gongsun clan can hide the truth from the 
public?” Qilin could not sit still any longer and took out the small white jade 
cauldron. 

She did not like the Gongsun clan at all because ever since she came to 
Cloud State, she had been hunted down. 

There was even one time when she was injured by an elder. She had no 
choice but to leave the Ancient Qilin Tree behind and let Lin Mo help attract 
some attention. 

“Let’s do it.” 

The spiritual Qi around Lin Mo’s body went berserk. He instantly used Abyssal 
Devouring, and a layer of black holes appeared around him. 

Anyone who was enveloped by it would have their spiritual Qi drained until it 
was completely exhausted. 



At this moment, a layer of black patterns appeared on Qilin’s body, and there 
were some runes of the Soul Devouring Art on it. 

With this layer of protection, Qilin could attack without any reservations in Lin 
Mo’s territory. 

Her spiritual Qi would not be devoured, at least not before Lin Mo lost control 
of his God Devouring Body. 

The battle started right away. Lin Mo and Qilin were besieged. The two of 
them unleashed their full powers, and all kinds of trump cards emerged. 

The guards of the Gongsun clan were out of luck. Although they were not 
weak, they could not stop Lin Mo’s crazy attacks. 

One of them was struck by Lin Mo’s power, and his soul was destroyed. He 
could not be more dead. 

At the same time, Qilin also exerted her strength. Not only did she activate the 
small white jade cauldron, but a dark purple tree also appeared behind her. 

Qilin stood under the tree, holding a small white jade cauldron, looking very 
sacred. 

The purple light was blinding. With the Ancient Qilin Tree’s support, Qilin’s 
attacks became even stronger. Anyone who got close to her was severely 
injured by the purple light. 

Gongsun Wenhao was blocked by Lin Mo’s Nine Qilin Steps and could not 
help in time. 

As for the elder beside him, he was blocked by Qilin’s explosive power. 
Although he could escape, it would be difficult for him to escape in a short 
time. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Mo used the Kun Peng Wings to increase the distance 
between him and Gongsun Wenhao and began to kill the people of the 
Gongsun clan. 
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